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Abstract 
The research aims to analyze the importance of teaching to use unstructured data methods that students generate from the learning 
activities and examine the relative efficiency of the decision trees within load conditions and self-efficacy of each learner. The present 
research collected the data using a questionnaire to analyze self-efficacy and cognitive load among students. The sample included 150 
students divided into two groups. The research revealed no significant differences in self-efficacy between the two groups participants (F = 
0.01, p> 0.05). According to the results, no differences were identified between the students who worked with unstructured data using 
decision trees and those students who analyzed the unstructured data using association rules. The research uses an independent t-test for 
the analysis of cognitive load within the academic environment. No significant differences were detected concerning cognitive load 
between the two groups of participants. 
Keywords: unstructured data, decision trees, association rules, self-efficacy, cognitive load, SDGs. 
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Introduction 

Unstructured data means any information that does not have a predefined dataset. It usually 
includes texts with dates, numbers, and facts stored in an unstructured format. The data generated 
in textual or non-textual format is difficult to analyze, in particular, using standard programs 
designed for structured data analysis (Gandomi & Haider, 2015). 

In 1998, Merrill Lynch had claimed that approximately 81-90% of the important business 
data had been in an unstructured format (Sims et al., 2017). Nevertheless, no statistical or 
quantitative research was conducted at that time to examine the issue (Fang et al., 2015). Years 
later, Computerworld estimated the amount of unstructured data in global organizations and found 
that 70-80% of the world’s data was unstructured (Khan & Vorley, 2017). 

Unstructured data management solutions have remained one of the main challenges in the 
information technology (IT) industry (Lněnička et al., 2021). The analytical tools and methods used to 
perform structured data analysis are not efficient for unstructured data. New approaches are 
required to analyze large unstructured datasets (Eberendu, 2016). A decision trees analytical tool 
becomes one of the popular methods used for automated data analysis including the example-based 
learning approach (Al-Barrak & Al-Razgan, 2016; Segatori et al., 2017).  

The decision tree models are based on a multi-level structure including elements such as 
(Menezes et al., 2022): root nodes and branches (the topmost nodes) - attributes expressed in a 
descriptive way; leaf nodes (the lowest nodes) - classes that characterize a certain subject; 
connections between nodes and leaves. This method is based on a hierarchical structure, where 
nodes represent entities and objects, and solutions. The classification starts at the root node, 
achieves the leaves, checks the values of the topmost nodes. Nevertheless, in some cases, it is not 
possible to classify an object based on its properties only (Dziwiński et al., 2018). Fuzzy logic is used 
to analyze complex problems approached from multiple and competing, perspectives. The object 
belonging to a certain class is important in the unstructured data analysis. Following the fuzzy 
decision trees, an object can have properties of several attributes. For each attribute, it is necessary 
to define several linguistic values and the object belonging. A fuzzy decision tree treats data 
according to its belonging to certain classes instead of analyzing them as a set of objects of a single 
node (Dziwiński et al., 2018). 

Today, large datasets are stored in an unstructured database format. The decision trees 
method is one of the most popular in teaching students to analyze textual and non-textual 
information. The research is needed to examine the impact of teaching using decision trees methods 
on academic achievements and identify the negative and positive outcomes of learning (Izza et al., 
2020; Kamiński et al., 2018). It will help to improve the learning process and develop a favorable 
learning environment for students. 

Literature review 

With the arrival of big data, the volume of unstructured data has increased significantly. Decision 
trees methods are one of the most widely used classification models to structure large datasets. 
Unstructured data including texts should be converted to a structured format for decision trees 
analysis (Yang, 2019). The scholars developed a framework to apply decision trees for datasets with 
unstructured data (King, 2015). The CUST decision tree model was proposed to analyze unstructured 
data. CUST is based on the partitioning criteria, generated by unstructured attribute values. It 
reduces significantly the number of datasets scans by using proper data structures. Tests confirmed 
that CUST improves the efficiency of classification schemes for unstructured data (Mittal et al., 
2017). 

The era of big data optimizes the business. Machine learning has become a popular method 
for processing data. Data can be stored in different formats including textual formats, images, audio, 
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video, and signals. Machine learning is aimed to investigate and predict output values based on 
input data (Liu et al., 2016). In big datasets, there is a large number of functions that can lead to a 
large number of irrelevant functions. Most machine learning algorithms are sensitive to irrelevant 
functions, so evaluation and selection of functions are very important for machine learning. The 
functions assessment can help to identify the datasets to be extracted from unstructured data 
(Savage & Yuan, 2016). 

Other scholars focused on the image processing techniques in classification (Liu et al., 2017). 
The researchers paid special attention to the two types of function selection, namely the filter and 
wrapper methods. The research examined several approaches to machine learning that were widely 
used in image classification and helped to identify the limitations of the proposed algorithms for 
functions evaluation. The experimental research examined the performance of C 4.5 (decision tree 
learning algorithm) and other algorithms (Naive Bayes, K Nearest Neighbors, and Multi-Layer 
Perceptron) on five image datasets of the UCI repository (Wang & Yu, 2017). The decision tree 
learning models have been examined to analyze the learning models in terms of performance 
evaluation in the training phase. The analysis helped to understand how rules derived from the 
decision tree could be used to evaluate functions in the validation phase (Aghabozorgi et al., 2015). 
The impact of these methods on teaching and the effectiveness of learning has not been 
investigated yet.  

Using fuzzy decision trees, Russian scholars have developed a model for electronic 
unstructured text documents, taking into account syntactic relationships and functions of words in 
sentences (Dli et al., 2019). A large number of electronic text messages (complaints, appeals, 
suggestions, etc.) in an unstructured format are posted on the Internet portals of the state agencies. 
The quality and speed of automated processing of such requests depend greatly on assigning text to 
certain classes (subject area) (Dli et al., 2018). Distinctive features of these messages including small 
size, errors, inadequate structure prevent proper text documents categorization.  

The construction of a decision tree is based on the analysis of vocabularies to determine the 
certain class to be associated with the data points and the distances between classes in n-
dimensional feature space (Chen et al., 2017). The scholars underlined that this model helped to 
classify unstructured electronic text documents with interrelated headings and improved document 
processing. The research did not investigate possible ways to use the proposed model for other 
types of unstructured data. 

Efficient training of decision trees has been examined (Vos & Verwer, 2021). The existing 
approaches for decision tree learning are expensive and require time to be completed. The scholars 
proposed the GROOT algorithm, an efficient algorithm for training robust decision trees that runs in 
seconds or minutes. The findings of single trees and ensembles on 14 structured datasets, as well as 
on MNIST and Fashion-MNIST analysis demonstrated that GROOT performed faster than other 
analytical models and demonstrated the best results for computation accuracy on structured data 
(Andriushchenko & Hein, 2019). The researchers did not examine the possible disadvantages of 
using this algorithm. 

A new hybrid method for online learning has been explored by the authors. It combines 
classification models such as incremental decision trees (ITI-2.8), fuzzy logic for conceptual learning 
and appropriate reasoning to accept noisy and imprecise input data (Iswanto et al., 2016). The 
algorithm proposed in this article is based on three new aspects. The algorithm introduced a fuzzy 
associative memory (FAM) system, defined as clusters of grouped fuzzy decision trees (FDT). FAMs 
have generated automatically, interactively and incrementally. In real-time, automated unstructured 
data collection is possible to perform (Batra & Agrawal, 2018). Each FAM, including a system of 
Multiple Inputs and Single Output (MISO), develops a unique model developing online and based on 
the rewarding actions that the robot experiences. Fuzzy data vectors are inserted online in ITI-2.8 as 
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they are collected incrementally for knowledge extraction. The FAM development and growth since 
its inception is fully automated and does not require expert support. Based on the decision trees 
root nodes, the FAM can grow rapidly keeping the clarity and expressiveness of the fuzzy rules 
generated by the decision tree. The fuzzy logic allows to blend of different behaviour patterns. The 
global path planning is constructed by switching between the local FAMs (Ahmed et al., 2020). The 
main research limitation was the novelty of the proposed algorithm and a lack of data on its 
implementation cases. Further research is needed to investigate the application of the algorithm in 
different contexts. 

The researchers examined the use of decision trees, classification and regression trees 
(CART) and boosted regression trees (BRT) to understand missing values in the data structure 
(Tierney et al., 2015). For the analysis, the data was collected from workers at three different 
industrial enterprises in Australia. There were 7915 observations included. The proposed approach 
was analyzed using an occupational health dataset including questionnaires, medical tests and 
environmental monitoring. Simulation research investigated decision tree models for data analysis 
of the versions with artificially inserted missing values (James et al., 2021; Pallant, 2020). The CART 
and BRT models were effective for analysis of the missing data in specific data types (healthcare or 
environmental), missing data on the data collection place, the number of visits, and factors affected 
by extreme values. The simulation has shown that CART models can be used to identify the variables 
and values being responsible for missing data. The missing value in each variable for unstructured 
data was greater than for structured ones. It was found that the CART and BRT models can be used 
for descriptive purposes in missing datasets (Nguyen et al., 2017). CART models are more efficient 
than BRT models for missing data methods for exploratory data analysis and selection of values 
important for predicting missing values. BRT models show that missing values present in the dataset 
can impact the performance of the model and the consequences of missing data for bias in 
estimates of causal effects depending on the type of variable that is missing (Pampaka et al., 2016). 
The scholars recommend the CART and BRT models for analysis and understanding the missing data. 
The online decision trees were used to support the self-efficacy of students in the research 
laboratory (McLean et al., 2020). Researchers often report experimental failure; however, many 
laboratories rely on established protocols to ensure students can get trustworthy results. 

The research laboratory does not provide students with all the necessary tools to conduct 
their experiments. Nevertheless, it provides students with the opportunity to experience the 
research failure in a safe environment as a part of the problem-solving skills development process 
(Bartimote-Aufflick et al., 2016). Academic institutions ensure a safe space where students are not 
discouraged by failure and resilience. Online decision trees have been designed to help students to 
use the laboratory protocols and give them feedback. Thus, students are encouraged to develop the 
laboratory protocol for their research (Sebastián et al., 2021). Online decision trees can be described 
as a scenario followed by students. The students choose options and go through different paths to 
achieve different results in their experiments. They receive feedback and tutorials throughout the 
simulation directed by choice options (Cooper et al., 2018). 

The new approach helps students to develop problem-solving skills and gain theoretical 
knowledge on different research phases. The current research aims to assess how online decision 
trees affect student self-efficacy, metacognition, and motivation to conduct laboratory experiments. 
The proposed approach was based on blended methods. During the academic semester, three 
surveys were conducted. The findings revealed that online decision trees introduced before the 
laboratory work improved students’ self-efficacy and intrinsic motivation. Nevertheless, extrinsic 
motivation and metacognition remained unchanged (Dohn et al., 2016).  
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Setting goals 

The research aims to improve teaching unstructured data to students and develop a good learning 
environment for them. The purpose is to examine the importance of teaching unstructured data 
methods to students and examine the relative efficiency of the decision trees within load conditions 
and the self-efficacy of each learner. The objectives included the following:  

• determine the level of self-efficacy and cognitive load in students; 

• identify significant differences in self-efficacy and cognitive load in the control and 
experimental groups. 

Methods and materials 

Quasi-experimental research was conducted in the Information Technology course to analyze the 
role of teaching unstructured data methods to students and examine the relative efficiency of the 
decision trees within load conditions and the self-efficacy of each learner. The quasi-experimental 
design provides a scientific approach to research because it examines the causal relationships 
between the independent and dependent variables within a controlled environment. For some 
experimental research, quasi-experimental research is the best approach to develop control 
methods and minimize risk factors affecting the research validity. 

Study participants 

The research involved 2nd-year students of the [BLINDED] University [BLINDED] and the [BLINDED] 
University. The sample consisted of 150 students: the experimental group included 75 randomly 
selected students (35 women and 40 men) and the control group included 75 students (40 women 
and 35 men). The average age is 19 years. The experimental group used decision trees to analyze 
unstructured data and the control group used association rules to examine unstructured data.  

Research tools 

The research used a questionnaire approach to analyze performance measures of self-efficacy and 
cognitive load in participants (Appendix 1-2). The Likert scale was used in the questionnaire. The 
scale contained 5 responses options with two extreme sides and a neutral opinion. Instead of 
“strongly agree” or “strongly disagree,” the assessment is based on a numerical description, using 1 
to 5 points to evaluate the answers. The self-efficacy questionnaire has been revised (George & 
Mallery, 2003). It consisted of eight items based on a 5-point Likert scale. The cognitive load 
questionnaire was also revised. It consisted of eight items using a 7-point Likert scale and was 
divided into two parts. 

Statistical analysis 

Cronbach's alpha was used to test the research reliability. According to George and Mallery (2003), 
the Cronbach's alpha scale assigns the following values: > 0.9 - excellent; > 0.8 - good; 0.7 - 
acceptable; 0.6 - doubtful; and > 0.5 - bad. The Cronbach’s alpha value for the self-efficacy was 0.92, 
and 0.96 for cognitive load in students. The questionnaire's reliability was high, and a survey was 
conducted. The statistical data was assessed using an analysis of covariance (ANCOVA).  

Moreover, the Shapiro-Wilk test was used to assess the data. The result of this test was 0.98 
(p> 0.05). It indicated a normal distribution of the data. The Leuven test was performed to examine 
the uniform distribution variance (F = 1.65, p> 0.05). It highlights that the assumption is reasonable 
and no significant differences are found between the two groups. Homogeneity of regression slopes 
was also confirmed, with the possibility to perform the one-way ANCOVA (F = 0.26, p> 0.05). The 
cognitive load of students was analyzed using a t-test. 
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Results 

Self-efficacy analysis 

Table 1 includes the results of ANCOVA analysis on self-efficacy in students. The adjusted mean and 
standard error were 3.28 and 0.12 for the experimental group and 3.27 and 0.11 for the control 
group, respectively. 

Table 1 Analysis of self-efficacy in students (ANCOVA) 

Group  # Mean SD Average mean  SE F 

The experimental group  75 3.29 0.92 3.38 0.12 0.01 

The control group  75 3.27 0.69 3.27 0.11  

 
No significant differences between the two groups were identified (F = 0.01, p> 0.05). It 

means that there is no significant difference in the self-efficacy in students learning the unstructured 
data with decision trees and those who used the association rules. Students in general had a low 
level of self-efficacy, which is evidence of psychological unpreparedness to master the curriculum. 
The formation of students' self-efficacy can be facilitated by such conditions under which they will 
have the opportunity to gain valuable experience in the development and evaluation of professional 
competencies in interaction with all educational process subjects. An important condition for 
successful professionalization is the inclusion of self-efficacy components, in particular professional 
abilities, into the value-motivational schemes of students' professional and personal self-
development. The forms and methods of professional training activity, such as communicative 
training, mutual evaluation of each other's academic achievements during seminars based on 
microgroup interaction, organization of dyads and triads during practical and laboratory classes also 
contribute to professional self-development. 

 
Cognitive load analysis 
A t-test was used to analyze the cognitive load in students. Table 2 includes the results of 
the t-test assessing the cognitive load. 
 
Table 2 Cognitive load analysis using independent t-criterion 
 

Cognitive load  Group  N Mean SD m 

Cognitive load  
The experimental group  75 3.02 1.56 0.70 
The control group  75 2.97 1.34  

Cognitive efforts  
The experimental group 75 3.48 1.52 -0.55 
The control group  75 3.40 1.53  

Total  
The experimental group 75 3.34 1.55 0.74 
The control group  75 2.28 1.25  

 
The mean and standard deviations of the assessments were 3.34 and 1.55 for the 

experimental group students and 3.28 and 1.25 for the control group students. No significant 
differences were found between the two groups in cognitive load. Understanding that other factors 
may influence the results of the experiments conducted (students' prior knowledge, experience with 
computers, teaching quality, gender differences, etc.), the authors deliberately limited the scope of 
the study to show the need to predict students' cognitive load when using electronic resources. The 
use of the developed teaching methods makes it possible to control the cognitive load, in particular 
focusing on the distribution of students in the group according to their learning advantages (Chu et 
al., 2015). Thus, the established correlations between teaching methods and the cognitive load they 
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experience when working with electronic resources will be useful for analyzing the effectiveness and 
refinement of teaching methods. By consciously combining informational educational resources 
developed with consideration for psychological and pedagogical features of knowledge perception, a 
teacher gets an opportunity to optimize students' learning activities and improve the quality of 
learning. 

Discussion 

The research found no significant differences in self-efficacy and cognitive load between the 
experimental and control groups participants. The researchers explain low self-efficacy in students 
by a lack of teaching time spent on decision trees. It was found that short teaching time influenced 
student self-efficacy. Students need more time to develop their cognitive skills. The experimental 
group students used this method for the first time, so a lack of learning experience was also an 
important factor of low self-efficacy results. The scholars admit that the introduction of new 
technologies is still largely unrealized, therefore, students should spend more time on self-efficacy. 
New research respective are identified and future research is needed to investigate students’ self-
efficacy in different contexts. The research on self-efficiency is not accurate enough because it has 
some limitations including the experimental method, measuring methods, and time. 

Students using decision trees and association rules experienced the same cognitive load. The 
scholars admit that future research should overcome the limitations of the experimental method, 
the measuring method, and time constraints. The research does not provide insights on the impact 
of teaching students decision trees in unstructured data analysis and relations with self-efficacy and 
cognitive load. The comparison of the results is problematic.  

The research (McLean et al., 2020) analyzed the use of online decision trees to support 
student self-efficacy in the research. The study assessed the effectiveness of online decision trees in 
metacognition, motivation, and self-efficacy. The research revealed that students reported higher 
levels of self-efficacy and intrinsic motivation working on the lab assignments. Low self-esteem and 
self-efficacy were reported by students using the laboratory protocol. The research concluded that 
interactive learning was effective and should be widely used in unstructured data management 
(Williams & Rhodes, 2016). 

The research investigates the application of decision trees in teaching university students. 
The research identified ways to improve self-esteem in students in higher education. Using the 
decision tree, the scholars developed a framework to improve students’ self-esteem. These decision 
rules help to intensify education. The success of education and the development of professional 
competencies largely depend on the level of self-esteem. Self-esteem has a marked effect on 
academic performance and increases the desire to learn. The researchers claim that educators 
should establish and maintain healthy environments for students to learn and grow. Educational 
institutions can also play an important role in referring students experiencing low self-esteem to 
professionals. 

Conclusions 

At present, data are stored in an unstructured format. Decision trees are one of the most widely 
used methods in teaching students to work with different types of information including 
unstructured data. The research highlights that there is a need to investigate the role and impact of 
using decision trees in unstructured data analysis. The research examines the relative efficiency of 
the decision trees within load conditions and the self-efficacy of each learner. The results revealed 
the level of self-efficacy and cognitive load of students, as well as differences in self-efficacy and 
cognitive load in the control and experimental groups. The research found no significant differences 
between the two groups of participants (F = 0.01, p> 0.05). The research suggested that there was 
no significant difference in self-efficacy in students working with decision trees and association rules 
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applied to unstructured datasets. An independent t-test found no significant differences between 
the two groups in students' cognitive load. 

The research limitations include a lack of analysis of large samples. Future research is 
needed for long time perspectives to assess the teaching of the unstructured data to students. There 
is a need to examine the sustainability of the research results. Moreover, the sample should be 
increased to assess much more students and ensure the accuracy of the results. Finally, factors such 
as different learning styles, different characteristics, academic performance, and gender can also be 
considered to expand the scope of the research. 

The findings can be used by educators to develop a framework of teaching students to work 
effectively with unstructured data. No significant differences were identified concerning the impact 
of both methods on self-efficacy and cognitive load in students. Both approaches can be successfully 
used in teaching. Future research is required to explore the positive and negative aspects of using 
decision trees in learning for classification and regression tasks.  
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Appendix 1 

Self-efficacy assessment questionnaire 

Please rate the degree to which you agree or disagree with each of the following, from 1 to 5 (where 
1 - strongly agree, 5 - strongly disagree): 

(1) I will get an excellent mark after training. 

(2) I can understand the most difficult material presented in teaching unstructured data. 

(3) I can understand the basic concepts of unstructured data. 

(4) I can understand the most difficult material. 

(5) I can do a great job with the unstructured data assignments and tests. 

(6) I expect to perform well using unstructured data. 

(7) I can master the required skills. 

(8) I will do my best and master the skills in spite of some difficulties that may arise working with 
unstructured data.  

Appendix 2 

Cognitive Load Assessment Questionnaire 

Please rate the degree to which you agree or disagree with each of the following, from 1 to 5 (where 
1 - strongly agree, 5 - strongly disagree): 

Cognitive load 

(1) The learning content was difficult for me. 

(2) I had to put in a lot of effort answering questions after the training. 

(3) I found it difficult to answer questions after the training. 

(4) I felt frustrated answering questions after the training. 

(5) I did not have enough time to answer questions after the training. 

Cognitive efforts 

(6) I felt like I had a cognitive load while learning.  

(7) I need to put a lot of effort to meet learning objectives and achieving learning goals. 

(8) The teaching methodology was difficult to understand. 
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